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We were going to ignore the criminal class for the week's first Pickings, but a gaffe in 
Iowa is too good to pass up. Jennifer Rubin posts on Dem Bruce Braley who did a 
great job of stepping on his crank.  
Should Republicans throw another log on the 2014 bonfire? Perhaps they should, given recent 
events in Iowa. 

Recall that the GOP hasn’t been able to field a big-name candidate there for the election to replace 
retiring Sen. Tom Harkin (D-Iowa). Most GOP insiders therefore put the race as a longer shot than 
others (Arkansas, Louisiana, South Dakota, Montana, North Carolina, Alaska, Colorado, etc.). 

Then Democratic Rep. Bruce Braley got caught on tape at a fundraiser disparaging incumbent 
Senator Chuck Grassley and – cringe! – farmers: “If you help me win this race you may have 
someone with your background, your experience, your voice, someone who’s been literally fighting 
tort reform for thirty years, in a visible or public way, on the Senate Judiciary Committee. Or, you 
might have a farmer from Iowa who never went to law school, never practiced law, serving as the 
next chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.” Republicans are calling it the Democrats’ Todd Akin 
moment, after the GOP Senate candidate from Missouri who blew the race with a horrendous 
comment about rape, abortion and God (a terrible combination for any politician to discuss). 

Now the National Republican Senatorial Committee has swung into action ... 

  
Over in Nebraska, the editors of the Omaha World-Herald had a thought about the 
relative value of farmers and lawyers.  
... Here’s what Iowa farmers do, according to the state’s Department of Agriculture: Its 92,200 
farms in 2012 produced $13.5 billion in corn, $5.92 billion in soybeans, $3.84 billion in cattle, $6.98 
billion in hogs, $990 million in eggs and $849 million in dairy production. A study in 2009 said one 
in six Iowans was employed because of agriculture, and ag-related industries were responsible for 
27 percent of Iowa’s economic output and $1 in every $10 of personal income. 

Businessweek looked at the current membership of Congress and found 128 lawyers in the House 
and 45 in the Senate, while only three senators and 12 House members listed farming and 
ranching as their occupations. 

Americans all know how productive Congress has been lately. A few more farmers might help. 

  
Jonathan Tobin says not all political gaffes are created equal.   
With this year’s Senate races starting to heat up, the media (and opposition research trackers from 
the campaigns) are going over anything said or released by anyone running for the kind of gaffe 
that can turn a race around. Examples, like former Senator George Allen’s weird “macaca” insult 
thrown at a Democratic operative in 2006 or Todd Akin’s obtuse comments about rape and 
pregnancy, keep staffers searching for mistakes like ’49ers panning for gold. 

This week, we had two major gaffes by senatorial campaigns that left the candidates—Kentucky 
Senator Mitch McConnell and Iowa Democrat Bruce Braley—with egg on their faces. But while 



both got considerable and deserved coverage, a close look at the two demonstrates that not all 
political gaffes are created equal. While McConnell was embarrassed by the error made by the 
people who produced a campaign video, Braley’s taped comments dismissing Iowa Senator 
Charles Grassley as a mere “farmer from Iowa” may well rank with Allen or Akin’s gaffes. Even 
worse, like Mitt Romney’s infamous “47 percent” line, also made at a fundraiser to what he 
presumed was a friendly audience, Braley’s indiscretion may transform him from a likely winner to 
a candidate who may turn a blue seat into a red one in November. ... 

  
It wasn't just the slam on farmers, Michael Barone spots the other bonehead play by 
Braley.  
... But there's another way in which Braley's comment is boneheaded. That “farmer from Iowa who 
never went to law school, never practiced law” is Iowa's senior Sen. Chuck Grassley, first elected 
in 1980 and re-elected in 1986, 1992, 1998, 2004 and 2010. In his five re-election races, he has 
won between 64 and 71 percent of the vote. According to the latest Quinnipiac poll, Grassley's job 
approval is 62 percent, while only 27 percent disapprove. That's better than Harkin's 55-percent 
approval and 31-percent disapproval, which themselves are very good numbers for an incumbent 
who is now serving his 30th year in the Senate. Both senators, by the way, were first elected to the 
House in 1974, a very Democratic year in which Harkin beat an incumbent in a Republican-leaning 
district while Grassley won an open seat in a less Republican-leaning district. My sense is that 
Harkin, often a tough partisan, has been very reluctant to criticize Grassley publicly. When you look 
at his numbers, you can see why. He understands that Grassley is hard-working, smart and 
politically astute. ... 
  
  
  
  
Now for the important stuff. NY Times says butter is back.   
Julia Child, goddess of fat, is beaming somewhere. Butter is back, and when you’re looking for a 
few chunks of pork for a stew, you can resume searching for the best pieces — the ones with the 
most fat. Eventually, your friends will stop glaring at you as if you’re trying to kill them. 

That the worm is turning became increasingly evident a couple of weeks ago, when a meta-
analysis published in the journal Annals of Internal Medicine found that there’s just no evidence to 
support the notion that saturated fat increases the risk of heart disease. (In fact, there’s some 
evidence that a lack of saturated fat may be damaging.) The researchers looked at 72 different 
studies and, as usual, said more work — including more clinical studies — is needed. For sure. But 
the days of skinless chicken breasts and tubs of I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter may finally be 
drawing to a close. 

The tip of this iceberg has been visible for years, and we’re finally beginning to see the base. Of 
course, no study is perfect and few are definitive. But the real villains in our diet — sugar and ultra-
processed foods — are becoming increasingly apparent. You can go back to eating butter, if you 
haven’t already. 

This doesn’t mean you abandon fruit for beef and cheese; you just abandon fake food for real food, 
and in that category of real food you can include good meat and dairy. I would argue, however, 
that you might not include most industrially produced animal products; stand by. ... 



Bjørn Lomborg calls BS on earth hour.  
At 8:30 p.m. on Saturday, people and public places across the globe will switch off their lights for 
one hour to raise awareness about the impact of energy use on climate change.  

Unfortunately, this Earth Hour event is nothing but an ineffective feel-good event. It does little for 
the climate in terms of reducing CO2 emissions and distracts us from the real problems and 
solutions — especially giving light to those in the darkness. 

While more than a billion people participate by shutting off their lights for an hour — and saving at 
most the equivalent of China halting its CO2 emissions for fewer than four minutes — 1.3 billion 
people across the developing world will continue to live without electricity as they do every other 
night of the year. 

Almost 3 billion people still burn dung, twigs and other traditional fuels indoors to cook and keep 
warm. These fuels give off noxious fumes that are linked to 4.3 million deaths each year, mostly 
women and children. 

In fact, it was the advent of widespread electrical power that freed us from these harmful practices 
that still affect large parts of the developing world. ... 

 
Roger Simon with an ode to Chicago.  
... When people ask me where I am from, I automatically say Chicago, even though I have lived on 
the East Coast since 1984. In a few days, my wife and I will drive back to Chicago, where I will be 
a fellow at the University of Chicago’s Institute of Politics for the spring semester. 

The idea is to recount the mistakes you made and the pitfalls you fell into over the span of your 
career, so the students can repeat them. 

I will be living in a rented house exactly 10 blocks from where I was born. I will continue to write my 
column. 

In 1931, a notoriously corrupt Chicago mayor, William “Big Bill” Thompson, a Republican, who 
counted Al Capone among his friends, made a politically fatal mistake. 

Thompson was running against Democrat Anton Cermak, a former coal miner who had been born 
in Kladno, Bohemia. Thompson’s campaign unleashed a barrage of ethnic slurs, including calling 
Cermak a “bohunk.” 

This was not the Chicago way. 

Cermak, who would win with 58 percent of the vote, responded with my favorite quotation by a 
Chicago mayor: “It’s true I didn’t come over on the Mayflower, but I came over as soon as I could.” 

That is Chicago. ... 

 
 
 



  
Right Turn 
Iowa opportunity for the GOP 
by Jennifer Rubin 

Should Republicans throw another log on the 2014 bonfire? Perhaps they should, given recent 
events in Iowa. 

Recall that the GOP hasn’t been able to field a big-name candidate there for the election to replace 
retiring Sen. Tom Harkin (D-Iowa). Most GOP insiders therefore put the race as a longer shot than 
others (Arkansas, Louisiana, South Dakota, Montana, North Carolina, Alaska, Colorado, etc.). 

Then Democratic Rep. Bruce Braley got caught on tape at a fundraiser disparaging incumbent 
Senator Chuck Grassley and – cringe! – farmers: “If you help me win this race you may have 
someone with your background, your experience, your voice, someone who’s been literally fighting 
tort reform for thirty years, in a visible or public way, on the Senate Judiciary Committee. Or, you 
might have a farmer from Iowa who never went to law school, never practiced law, serving as the 
next chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.” Republicans are calling it the Democrats’ Todd Akin 
moment, after the GOP Senate candidate from Missouri who blew the race with a horrendous 
comment about rape, abortion and God (a terrible combination for any politician to discuss). 

Now the National Republican Senatorial Committee has swung into action, the Des Moines 
Register reports: “Hundreds of thousands of Iowans will soon get robocalls accusing Democrat 
Bruce Braley of ‘insulting Iowa farmers.’ Operatives with the National Republican Senatorial 
Committee are launching the calls in Iowa on Thursday – to 305,000 households, organizers told 
The Des Moines Register. They will targeting all voters, regardless of party affiliation or vote 
history, who either live in rural counties, have a farm occupation or have been identified as being 
interested in farm issues.” Longtime Iowa Republican operative Tim Albrecht tweeted that the 
NRSC’s operation was evidence the “ground has shifted.” 

In fact, Braley didn’t have a very commanding lead even before insulting the state’s most revered 
profession. He had only a nine-point lead over GOP businessman Mark Jacobs and a 13-point 
lead over state Sen. Jodi Ernst. Until now a number of GOP insiders had favored Mark Jacobs, in 
no small part because he could self-fund. However, his ads haven’t moved polling numbers. 

Ernst got the endorsement of Sarah Palin and Mitt Romney, and has gotten good reviews from 
experienced Iowa Republicans. Ernst’s ad touting her beginnings on the farm “castrating hogs” 
was a smash and positions her as perfectly against Braley as one can be. She previously hasn’t 
been able to raise money, but Braley’s gaffe and her head-snapping ad may change that. 

So put another log on the fire (another pig on the spit?) — at the very least the Democrats have yet 
another state to worry about. 

  
  
  
 
 
 



Omaha World-Herald  -  Editorial 
Farmer-lawmaker is not a bad thing 

Chuck Grassley is a farmer, not a lawyer. Somehow, that’s a negative, according to a Democratic 
congressman who wants to join Grassley in the U.S. Senate. 

Iowa Rep. Bruce Braley, who is seeking to replace Sen. Tom Harkin, told a January fundraising 
event full of Texas lawyers that they should help keep the Senate in Democratic hands. He said 
GOP control would make Republican Grassley chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee. 

“If you help me win this race, you may have someone with your background, your experience, your 
voice, someone who’s been literally fighting tort reform for 30 years ... on the Senate Judiciary 
Committee,” Braley said. “Or you might have a farmer from Iowa who never went to law school, 
never practiced law” chairing the panel. 

As soon as a video of those belittling remarks became public this week, Braley apologized “to 
Senator Grassley and anyone I may have offended.” He said his parents both grew up on Iowa 
farms and that he has “a profound appreciation for what farmers do for the world.” 

Here’s what Iowa farmers do, according to the state’s Department of Agriculture: Its 92,200 farms 
in 2012 produced $13.5 billion in corn, $5.92 billion in soybeans, $3.84 billion in cattle, $6.98 billion 
in hogs, $990 million in eggs and $849 million in dairy production. A study in 2009 said one in six 
Iowans was employed because of agriculture, and ag-related industries were responsible for 27 
percent of Iowa’s economic output and $1 in every $10 of personal income. 

Businessweek looked at the current membership of Congress and found 128 lawyers in the House 
and 45 in the Senate, while only three senators and 12 House members listed farming and 
ranching as their occupations. 

Americans all know how productive Congress has been lately. A few more farmers might help. 

  
  
Contentions 
Not All Political Gaffes Are Created Equal 
by Jonathan S. Tobin 

With this year’s Senate races starting to heat up, the media (and opposition research trackers from 
the campaigns) are going over anything said or released by anyone running for the kind of gaffe 
that can turn a race around. Examples, like former Senator George Allen’s weird “macaca” insult 
thrown at a Democratic operative in 2006 or Todd Akin’s obtuse comments about rape and 
pregnancy, keep staffers searching for mistakes like ’49ers panning for gold. 

This week, we had two major gaffes by senatorial campaigns that left the candidates—Kentucky 
Senator Mitch McConnell and Iowa Democrat Bruce Braley—with egg on their faces. But while 
both got considerable and deserved coverage, a close look at the two demonstrates that not all 
political gaffes are created equal. While McConnell was embarrassed by the error made by the 
people who produced a campaign video, Braley’s taped comments dismissing Iowa Senator 
Charles Grassley as a mere “farmer from Iowa” may well rank with Allen or Akin’s gaffes. Even 



worse, like Mitt Romney’s infamous “47 percent” line, also made at a fundraiser to what he 
presumed was a friendly audience, Braley’s indiscretion may transform him from a likely winner to 
a candidate who may turn a blue seat into a red one in November. 

The two mistakes in question were the kind designed to generate coverage. In the case of 
McConnell, it concerned a campaign video posted on the Internet that featured a montage of 
images while the voice of the candidate is heard promising what he will do if he takes over as 
majority leader of the Senate next year, something that requires not only major Republican gains 
around the country, but also his reelection in what promises to be a tough race against Alison 
Lundergan Grimes. One of the final images seen is a brief glimpse of basketball players wearing 
blue and white jerseys celebrating a victory. But unfortunately for McConnell, the players on the 
court are not members of the University of Kentucky’s 2012 NCAA champions but those of Duke 
University’s 2010 winners of the same title (who wear the same colors but with a different name on 
their shirts). Suffice it to say that McConnell will never hear the end of this in basketball-mad 
Kentucky. 

But there is a difference between a video montage created by a staff—and which appears for 
approximately two seconds on the screen—and the sort of elitist contempt displayed by Braley. As 
Tom Bevan wrote on RealClearPolitics about the incident, it’s hard to understand why a candidate 
in this day and age doesn’t assume that the “camera is on” no matter where they are and to whom 
they are speaking. It is also astonishing that someone running for office in an agricultural state 
would disparage a farmer in any context. 

The context in question, which Democratic apologists have cited, is that he was discussing the fact 
that if the Republicans take control of the Senate, Grassley, the state’s senior senator, will become 
the chair of the Judiciary Committee. This is something that Braley, a trial lawyer by profession 
who was speaking to a group of trial lawyers at a Dallas fundraiser, regards with horror not only 
because Grassley is a Republican but because he isn’t a lawyer. Perhaps most lawyers feel the 
same way, but the odds are, most voters in any state view the matter differently. If anything, the 
fact that Grassley isn’t a lawyer would probably be an argument in favor of the GOP since most 
Americans think lawyers already have too much influence in Congress. And it’s probably a given 
that most Iowans think there’s nothing wrong with having a farmer—even one that’s served on the 
Judiciary Committee for many years—telling the lawyers what to do. 

Thus, rather than just an embarrassing gaffe that could be viewed as an insult to the honor of Iowa 
and made up for by enough groveling tributes to agriculture by Braley, the video of him showing 
disrespect for Grassley’s qualifications is the kind of mistake that voters understand gives them an 
insight into the candidate’s character. That’s something the Republican candidate will take full 
advantage of, especially if it turns out to be State Senator Joni Ernst, who has been stumping the 
state bragging that she will make Washington squeal the same way that the pigs she castrated 
back on her family farm did. Interestingly, that line seems to have Ernst, who was widely seen as 
more a favorite of establishment Republicans than Tea Partiers or social conservatives, Sarah 
Palin’s endorsement this week. 

Unlike McConnell’s blooper, Braley’s mistake could help cost the Democrats a seat (currently held 
by the retiring Tom Harkin) they can ill afford to lose. 

  
  
  



Examiner  
Iowa Democratic Senate candidate takes on Iowa icon 
by Michael Barone 

Several commentators, including RealClearPolitics co-founder Tom Bevan, have noted that Rep. 
Bruce Braley, the Democrat running to succeed Democratic Sen. Tom Harkin in Iowa, made a 
huge mistake when he was taped telling Texas trial lawyers that if Republicans get a Senate 
majority, “you might have a farmer from Iowa who never went to law school, never practiced law, 
serving as the next chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.” The gist of the commentary has been 
that Braley made a huge mistake given that while Iowa may not have as many farmers as it once 
did, it still has a lot more farmers than lawyers, and a lot of non-farmers and non-lawyers who think 
more of farmers than lawyers. All correct. 

But there's another way in which Braley's comment is boneheaded. That “farmer from Iowa who 
never went to law school, never practiced law” is Iowa's senior Sen. Chuck Grassley, first elected 
in 1980 and re-elected in 1986, 1992, 1998, 2004 and 2010. In his five re-election races, he has 
won between 64 and 71 percent of the vote. According to the latest Quinnipiac poll, Grassley's job 
approval is 62 percent, while only 27 percent disapprove. That's better than Harkin's 55-percent 
approval and 31-percent disapproval, which themselves are very good numbers for an incumbent 
who is now serving his 30th year in the Senate. Both senators, by the way, were first elected to the 
House in 1974, a very Democratic year in which Harkin beat an incumbent in a Republican-leaning 
district while Grassley won an open seat in a less Republican-leaning district. My sense is that 
Harkin, often a tough partisan, has been very reluctant to criticize Grassley publicly. When you look 
at his numbers, you can see why. He understands that Grassley is hard-working, smart and 
politically astute. (My sense is that Grassley similarly doesn't attack Harkin: he can read numbers 
too.) 

In the Quinnipiac poll, Braley gets between 40 and 42 percent of the vote against four little-known 
Republicans, who get between 27 and 31 percent of the vote. If I were Braley, I would be wanting 
to run against one of those 30-percent candidates, not against an incumbent senator with 62-
percent job approval. 

  
  
  
NY Times 
Butter Is Back 
by Mark Bittman 

Julia Child, goddess of fat, is beaming somewhere. Butter is back, and when you’re looking for a 
few chunks of pork for a stew, you can resume searching for the best pieces — the ones with the 
most fat. Eventually, your friends will stop glaring at you as if you’re trying to kill them. 

That the worm is turning became increasingly evident a couple of weeks ago, when a meta-
analysis published in the journal Annals of Internal Medicine found that there’s just no evidence to 
support the notion that saturated fat increases the risk of heart disease. (In fact, there’s some 
evidence that a lack of saturated fat may be damaging.) The researchers looked at 72 different 
studies and, as usual, said more work — including more clinical studies — is needed. For sure. But 



the days of skinless chicken breasts and tubs of I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter may finally be 
drawing to a close. 

The tip of this iceberg has been visible for years, and we’re finally beginning to see the base. Of 
course, no study is perfect and few are definitive. But the real villains in our diet — sugar and ultra-
processed foods — are becoming increasingly apparent. You can go back to eating butter, if you 
haven’t already. 

This doesn’t mean you abandon fruit for beef and cheese; you just abandon fake food for real food, 
and in that category of real food you can include good meat and dairy. I would argue, however, 
that you might not include most industrially produced animal products; stand by. 

Since the 1970s almost everyone in this country has been subjected to a barrage of propaganda 
about saturated fat. It was bad for you; it would kill you. Never mind that much of the nonsaturated 
fat was in the form of trans fats, now demonstrated to be harmful. Never mind that many 
polyunsaturated fats are chemically extracted oils that may also, in the long run, be shown to be 
problematic. 

Never mind, too, that the industry’s idea of “low fat” became the emblematic SnackWell’s and other 
highly processed “low-fat” carbs (a substitution that is probably the single most important factor in 
our overweight/obesity problem), as well as reduced fat and even fat-free dairy, on which it made 
billions of dollars. (How you could produce fat-free “sour cream” is something worth 
contemplating.) 

But let’s not cry over the chicharrones or even nicely buttered toast we passed up. And let’s not 
think about the literally millions of people who are repelled by fat, not because it doesn’t taste good 
(any chef will tell you that “fat is flavor”) but because they have been brainwashed. 

Rather, let’s try once again to pause and think for a moment about how it makes sense for us to 
eat, and in whose interest it is for us to eat hyperprocessed junk. The most efficient summary might 
be to say “eat real food” and “avoid anything that didn’t exist 100 years ago.” You might consider a 
dried apricot (one ingredient) versus a Fruit Roll-Up (13 ingredients, numbers 2, 3 and 4 of which 
are sugar or forms of added sugar). Or you might reflect that real yogurt has two or three 
ingredients (milk plus bacteria, with some jam or honey if you like) and that the number in Breyers 
YoCrunch Cookies n’ Cream Yogurt is unknowable (there are a few instances of “and/or”) but 
certainly at least 18. 

Many things have gone awry with the way we produce food. And it isn’t just the existence of junk 
food but the transformation of ingredients we could once take for granted or thought of as 
“healthy.” Indeed, meat, dairy, wheat and corn have become foods that frequently contain 
antibiotics and largely untested chemicals, or are produced using hybrids or methods that have 
increased yield but may have produced unwanted results. 

Although the whole “avoid saturated fat” thing came about largely because regulators were too 
timid to recommend that we “eat less meat,” meat in itself isn’t “bad”; it’s about quantity and quality. 
So at this juncture it would be natural for a person who does not read volumes of material about 
agriculture, diet and health to ask, “If saturated fat isn’t bad for me, why should I eat less meat?” 



The best current answer to that: It’s possible to eat as much meat as we do only if it’s grown in 
ways that are damaging. They’re damaging to our health and the environment (not to mention the 
tortured animals) for a variety of reasons, including rampant antibiotic use; the devotion of more 
than a third of our global cropland to feeding animals; and the resulting degradation of the 
environment from that crop and its unimaginable overuse of chemicals, soil and water. 

Even if large quantities of industrially produced animal products were safe to eat, the 
environmental costs are demonstrable and huge. And so the argument “eat less meat but eat 
better meat” makes sense from every perspective. If you raise fewer animals, you can treat them 
more humanely and reduce their environmental impact. And we can enjoy the better butter, too. 

  
  
  
Earth Hour just a feel-good campaign  
Instead, give light to the 1.3 billion people who still live without electricity.  
by Bjørn Lomborg 
  
At 8:30 p.m. on Saturday, people and public places across the globe will switch off their lights for 
one hour to raise awareness about the impact of energy use on climate change.  

Unfortunately, this Earth Hour event is nothing but an ineffective feel-good event. It does little for 
the climate in terms of reducing CO2 emissions and distracts us from the real problems and 
solutions — especially giving light to those in the darkness. 

While more than a billion people participate by shutting off their lights for an hour — and saving at 
most the equivalent of China halting its CO2 emissions for fewer than four minutes — 1.3 billion 
people across the developing world will continue to live without electricity as they do every other 
night of the year. 

Almost 3 billion people still burn dung, twigs and other traditional fuels indoors to cook and keep 
warm. These fuels give off noxious fumes that are linked to 4.3 million deaths each year, mostly 
women and children. 

In fact, it was the advent of widespread electrical power that freed us from these harmful practices 
that still affect large parts of the developing world. 

Celebrating darkness signals a turn away from an ever brighter future. This is not just metaphorical 
because climate policies keep making electricity more expensive. This especially hurts the poor. 
With electricity prices rising 80% in Germany since 2000, and renewable subsidies of $33 billion 
this year, 800,000 Germans per year get their power cut off because they can no longer afford to 
pay the bills. 

In the developing world, well-meaning Western governments are opposing the funding of new coal-
fired power plants that could avoid rolling blackouts in countries such as Pakistan. Instead, we're 
now adding more joblessness and economic hopelessness. 

And the darkness hits the 1.3 billion people with no electricity the hardest. Increasingly, we insist 
that they should be allowed electricity only if it is renewable. 



Yet, a new analysis from the Center for Global Development finds that by investing $10 billion in 
renewable energy, we can pull one person out of poverty for about $500. Using gas electrification 
instead would be more than four times as efficient. By insisting on renewables, we deliberately 
choose to leave 60 million people in darkness and poverty. This seems hypocritical, as the rich 
world gets just 0.8% of its energy from hugely expensive solar and wind technologies, which 
remain unreliable. Even with optimistic assumptions, the International Energy Agency estimates 
that by 2035, we will produce just 2.6% of our energy from wind and under 1% from solar. 

Most participants celebrate Earth Hour with the best of intentions. But instead of turning off the 
lights for everyone, let's focus on finding bright solutions that can make a difference for both the 
climate and the poor. 

Bjørn Lomborg, author of The Skeptical Environmentalist and Cool It, is president of the 
Copenhagen Consensus Center. 

  
  
  
Politico 
The Chicago Way 
by Roger Simon 
  
How cold was it in Chicago this winter? The politicians kept their hands in their own pockets.  

Not a bad joke. Though I think I first heard it with New Jersey substituted for Chicago. Works just 
as well. Works for just about any big city, really. 

True, a large number of politicians from Chicago and its environs have been found guilty of 
corruption over the years. In my lifetime, four Illinois governors have gone to prison, two serving at 
the same time, which must be some kind of record. 

      



When I was growing up there, the tolerance for those on the take was pretty high. As long as the 
potholes got fixed and the snow got plowed, who cared what tax dollars stuck to whose fingers? 

For one summer between my freshman and sophomore years in college, I used a stick with a nail 
on the end to pick up garbage at Rainbow Beach on Chicago’s South Side. I placed the garbage in 
a canvas bag I wore slung around my neck. 

You had to know somebody to get a job as good as that. And I knew somebody who knew 
somebody who knew the city treasurer, Marshall Korshak, a real power broker who dispensed jobs 
by the hundreds if not thousands. This was called patronage and today it is illegal. Back then it 
was called everyday life. 

Years later, I became a newspaper columnist and railed about the evils of patronage. I even went 
to see Korshak. He had retired and did not, of course, remember that he once had given me a 
summer job. 

I told him that I was, in a sense, grateful to him. After all, I could not have continued college without 
the money I had earned that summer. (In those days, summer employment was called a job and 
you got paid for it. Today, it is called an internship and you are often not paid. This is called 
progress.) 

I told Korshak that patronage was, nonetheless, unfair. Everyone should have an equal chance for 
every job regardless of whom they know, I said. 

Korshak smiled a weary smile. “Tell me something,” he said. “You did the job? You picked up the 
garbage?” 

Of course, I said. I did a good job, a very good job. 

“So what wasn’t fair?” Korshak said. “As long as the job got done, what wasn’t fair?” 

Today, you say stuff like that and you end up in an orange jumpsuit. But back then, it was the way 
things worked. It was the Chicago way. 

In a book that hardly anybody reads anymore, but whose title almost everyone recognizes, 
Thomas Wolfe wrote the following. The ellipses are in the original: 

“You can’t go back home to your family, back home to your childhood … back home to a young 
man’s dreams of glory and of fame … back home to places in the country, back home to the old 
forms and systems of things which once seemed everlasting but which are changing all the time — 
back home to the escapes of Time and Memory.” 

Wolfe called his book “You Can’t Go Home Again.” 

When people ask me where I am from, I automatically say Chicago, even though I have lived on 
the East Coast since 1984. In a few days, my wife and I will drive back to Chicago, where I will be 
a fellow at the University of Chicago’s Institute of Politics for the spring semester. 



The idea is to recount the mistakes you made and the pitfalls you fell into over the span of your 
career, so the students can repeat them. 

I will be living in a rented house exactly 10 blocks from where I was born. I will continue to write my 
column. 

In 1931, a notoriously corrupt Chicago mayor, William “Big Bill” Thompson, a Republican, who 
counted Al Capone among his friends, made a politically fatal mistake. 

Thompson was running against Democrat Anton Cermak, a former coal miner who had been born 
in Kladno, Bohemia. Thompson’s campaign unleashed a barrage of ethnic slurs, including calling 
Cermak a “bohunk.” 

This was not the Chicago way. 

Cermak, who would win with 58 percent of the vote, responded with my favorite quotation by a 
Chicago mayor: “It’s true I didn’t come over on the Mayflower, but I came over as soon as I could.” 

That is Chicago. 

And I don’t care what Thomas Wolfe said, I am going back home again. 

  
  
  

 
  
  
  



 
  

 



  
  

 
  
  

 


